Chapter 235

(House Bill 52)

AN ACT concerning

Natural Resources – Wildlife Trafficking Prevention

FOR the purpose of prohibiting a person from purchasing, selling, offering for sale, or possessing with the intent to sell certain parts or products of certain animal species under certain circumstances, subject to certain exceptions; authorizing a court to order that a person who violates this Act pay certain restitution; requiring that fines and restitution imposed under this Act be credited to the State Wildlife Management and Protection Fund to be used for the preservation of threatened or endangered species; and generally relating to the prevention of wildlife trafficking in the State.

BY repealing and reenacting, with amendments,
Article – Natural Resources
Section 10–209
Annotated Code of Maryland
(2012 Replacement Volume and 2021 Supplement)

BY adding to
Article – Natural Resources
Section 10–2B–01 through 10–2B–09 to be under the new subtitle “Subtitle 2B. Wildlife Trafficking Prevention”
Annotated Code of Maryland
(2012 Replacement Volume and 2021 Supplement)

SECTION 1. BE IT ENACTED BY THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF MARYLAND,
That the Laws of Maryland read as follows:

Article – Natural Resources

10–209.

(a) In this section, “Fund” means the State Wildlife Management and Protection Fund.

(b) There is a State Wildlife Management and Protection Fund in the Department.

(c) The purpose of the Fund is to finance the scientific investigation, protection, propagation, and management of wildlife.

(d) The Department shall administer the Fund.
(e) (1) The Fund is a special, nonlapsing fund that is not subject to § 7–302 of the State Finance and Procurement Article.

(2) The Treasurer shall hold the Fund separately and the Comptroller shall account for the Fund.

(f) The Fund consists of:

(1) Any money received for a license, stamp, application, or permit fee under this title, unless otherwise provided; [and]

(2) Any investment earnings of the Fund; AND

(3) FINES AND RESTITUTION PAID FOR VIOLATIONS RELATING TO WILDLIFE TRAFFICKING UNDER SUBTITLE 2B OF THIS TITLE.

(g) The Fund may be used only for:

(1) The scientific investigation, protection, propagation, and management of wildlife; and

(2) Administrative costs calculated in accordance with § 1–103(b)(2) of this article.

(h) (1) The Treasurer shall invest the money of the Fund in the same manner as other State money may be invested.

(2) Any investment earnings of the Fund may not be transferred or revert to the General Fund of the State, but shall remain in the Fund.

(i) Expenditures from the Fund may be made only in accordance with the State budget.

**SUBTITLE 2B. WILDLIFE TRAFFICKING PREVENTION.**

10–2B–01.

(A) IN THIS SUBTITLE THE FOLLOWING WORDS HAVE THE MEANINGS INDICATED.

(B) “BONA FIDE SCIENTIFIC OR EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTION” MEANS AN INSTITUTION THAT ESTABLISHES EDUCATIONAL OR SCIENTIFIC TAX–EXEMPT STATUS THROUGH DOCUMENTATION FROM THE INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE.

(C) “COVERED ANIMAL SPECIES” MEANS ANY SPECIES OF:
(1) Bonobo;
(2) Cheetah;
(3) Chimpanzee;
(4) Elephant;
(5) Giraffe;
(6) Gorilla;
(7) Hippopotamus;
(8) Jaguar;
(9) Leopard;
(10) Lion;
(11) Mammoth;
(12) Mastodon;
(13) Orangutan;
(14) Pangolin;
(15) Rhinoceros;
(16) Sea Turtle; or
(17) Tiger.

(D) “Covered animal species part or product” means any item that contains or is wholly or partly made from a covered animal species.

(E) “Musical instrument” includes a string instrument or bow, a wind or percussion instrument, or a piano.

(F) (1) “Sell” means any act of selling, trading, or bartering for monetary or nonmonetary consideration.
(2) “Sell” does not include a nonmonetary transfer of ownership by way of gift, donation, or bequest.

10–2B–02.

(A) This subtitle applies to any sale or transfer of ownership that occurs in the course of a commercial transaction for which:

(1) the buyer takes physical possession of the covered animal species part or product in the State; or

(2) the seller is located in the State.

(B) This subtitle does not apply to:

(1) federal or state law enforcement activity;

(2) duties mandated by federal or state law;

(3) activity expressly authorized by federal law; or

(4) a covered animal species part or product that is a fixed component of:

   (I) an antique that is not made wholly or primarily from the covered animal species part or product, provided that:

   1. the antique status is established by the owner or seller through documentation showing provenance and that the covered animal species part or product is at least 100 years old; and

   2. the total weight of the covered animal species part or product is less than 200 grams; or

   (II) a musical instrument, knife, or firearm, provided that:

   1. the covered animal species part or product was legally acquired; and

   2. the covered animal species part or product is a fixed or integral part of the item; and
3. The total weight of the covered animal species part or product is less than 200 grams 20% of the total weight of the musical instrument, knife, or firearm.

10–2B–03.

In this subtitle, the calculation of the value of a covered animal species part or product shall be the greater of the fair market value of or the actual price paid for the covered animal species part or product.

10–2B–04.

Except as provided in § 10–2B–05 of this subtitle, a person may not purchase, sell, offer for sale, or possess with intent to sell any item that the person knows or should know is a covered animal species part or product.

10–2B–05.

(A) Unless prohibited by federal law, the Department may allow the purchase by, or sale, offer for sale, or possession with intent to sell to, a bona fide scientific or educational institution of the following institutions to sell, barter, or trade any lawfully acquired covered animal species part or product:

1. A bona fide scientific or educational institution; or

2. A scientific or educational institution authorized by the Department to sell, barter, or trade for scientific or educational purposes.

(B) A list of institutions authorized by the Department under subsection (a)(2) of this section shall be made available on request.

10–2B–06.

There is a rebuttable presumption that a person possesses a covered animal species part or product with the intent to sell if the covered animal species part or product is possessed in a retail or wholesale establishment commonly used for the buying or selling of similar items.

10–2B–07.
A PERSON THAT VIOLATES THIS SUBTITLE:

(1) FOR A FIRST OFFENSE, IS GUILTY OF A MISDEMEANOR AND ON CONVICTION IS SUBJECT TO A FINE NOT EXCEEDING THE GREATER OF $3,000 OR 2 TIMES THE VALUE OF THE COVERED ANIMAL SPECIES PART OR PRODUCT;

(2) FOR A SECOND OR SUBSEQUENT OFFENSE FOR WHICH THE VALUE OF THE COVERED ANIMAL SPECIES PART OR PRODUCT IN QUESTION DOES NOT EXCEED $250, IS GUILTY OF A MISDEMEANOR AND ON CONVICTION IS SUBJECT TO A FINE NOT EXCEEDING $6,000; OR

(3) FOR A SECOND OR SUBSEQUENT OFFENSE FOR WHICH THE VALUE OF THE COVERED ANIMAL SPECIES PART OR PRODUCT IN QUESTION EXCEEDS $250, IS GUILTY OF A MISDEMEANOR AND ON CONVICTION IS SUBJECT TO A FINE NOT EXCEEDING THE GREATER OF $10,000 OR 3 TIMES THE VALUE OF THE COVERED ANIMAL SPECIES PART OR PRODUCT.

(B) IF A PERSON IS CONVICTED OF VIOLATING THIS SUBTITLE, IN ADDITION TO ANY OTHER PENALTY PROVIDED IN THIS TITLE, THE COURT MAY ORDER THE PERSON TO PAY RESTITUTION TO THE STATE IN AN AMOUNT NOT EXCEEDING 2 TIMES THE VALUE OF THE COVERED ANIMAL SPECIES PART OR PRODUCT IN QUESTION.

(C) FINES AND RESTITUTION IMPOSED UNDER THIS SECTION SHALL BE CREDITED TO THE DEPARTMENT FOR THE BENEFIT OF THE STATE WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT AND PROTECTION FUND ESTABLISHED UNDER § 10–209 OF THIS TITLE, TO BE USED ONLY FOR THE PRESERVATION OF THREATENED OR ENDANGERED SPECIES.

10–2B–08.

ON A CONVICTION UNDER THIS SUBTITLE, ANY SEIZED COVERED ANIMAL SPECIES PART OR PRODUCT:

(1) SHALL BE FORFEITED; AND

(2) MAY BE:

(i) MAINTAINED BY THE DEPARTMENT FOR EDUCATIONAL OR TRAINING PURPOSES;
(II) DONATED BY THE DEPARTMENT TO A SCIENTIFIC OR EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTION; OR

(III) DESTROYED.

10–2B–09.

THE DEPARTMENT MAY ADOPT REGULATIONS TO IMPLEMENT THIS SUBTITLE.

SECTION 2. AND BE IT FURTHER ENACTED, That this Act shall take effect October 1, 2022.

Approved by the Governor, April 21, 2022.